
A God 101 

Chapter 101: Zerg mother emperor "Sasha" 

  Wang Yi left the earth in February 2058, and now it has been eight full months. 

   And his six children are already one year old, because they inherit Wang Yi's genes and are strong, 

they can run everywhere at this time. 

   Although separated by a starry sky, Wang Yi and his family can often meet in the virtual universe, 

so I don’t feel that lonely. 

   Hong and Raytheon received a lot of resources provided by Wang Yi. In particular, their knowledge 

of the infinite powers in the vast universe inspired their spirit of hard work and hard work day and night. 

   Hong domain has reached the third level, and he has mastered the powerful attack tactics that 

integrate the domain into the marksmanship! 

   Although it is only the first level of the constant star, it is invincible in the challenge space of the 

Black Dragon Mountain Star Region, and it is already very famous! 

   And Thor has finally mastered the domain, and is currently catching up. 

Wang Yi has made the most progress. Not only has his martial artist level reached the seventh constant 

star level, his spiritual teacher level has reached the sixth constant star level, and his domain, like Hong, 

has also entered the third level, but unlike Hong, he has mastered it. Incorporate the domain into your 

own swordsmanship! 

   And his strongest thing is his mental power, and the secret method of ‘Escape Tissot’. 

   The mastermind weapon of the Meteor Star faction-Duntiansuo has three major forms. 

   In the first form, you can practice when the amplitude reaches 12. 

   The second form, the amplitude level reaches 30 before you can practice. 

The third form of    is the ultimate form of Dun Tissot. It needs to reach the ‘universe level’, possess 

its own domain, and have an amplitude of 48 before practicing. 

   And now, through his own practice, sign-in, and genetic level bonuses, Wang Yi, even though he is 

a seventh-ranked constant star, has mastered the second form of Dun Tiansuo in reality, and achieved 

great success! This is also his strongest move so far! 

   The current him is also considered to be a stumbling block among the constant stars, and he has 

few rivals! Of course, invincibility is far from being said. At least one has to comprehend a trace of the 

law of origin, that is to be regarded as the supreme genius of a star field! 

   Apart from other things, those geniuses who are in the field, secret methods, or have their own 

unique and powerful moves may pose a threat to Wang Yi! 
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   But Wang Yi is not in a hurry. He has been in the universe less than a year ago. There are still more 

than seven years before the peak genius battle in March 2066. He still has a lot of time to improve his 

strength. 

   What's more, Wang Yi's avatar of the Giant Flame Star has been bred, and it will definitely grow 

very fast in the future. 

   As long as you wait another three months, you can break through to the first cosmic level. 

   Then from the first cosmic level to the ninth cosmic level, it only takes three short years. 

   At that time, Wang Yi could have the consciousness strength of a cosmic-level ninth-order Yanxing 

behemoth! 

   As for the law, normally speaking, it is necessary to reach the eightfold domain, the ninefold 

domain, or the domain master level, in order to vaguely sense the fluctuations of the original law, and to 

comprehend a trace of the law. 

  Able to comprehend the law before the domain master level, in fact, they are all considered 

geniuses. 

   If you can comprehend a trace of the law in the constant star, then look at the Heilongshan star 

field, they are all peerless geniuses! It belongs to the super elite level of the Black Dragon Mountain 

branch of the virtual universe company! 

However, the Yanxing Giant Beast is one of the twelve peak bloodlines of the Star Giants, and the darling 

of the “law of the origin of fire”. After breaking through to the cosmos level, with the help of the secret 

pattern of the day, the power of mind, force, will, The body naturally reaches a state of incomparably 

wonderful harmony, mastering its own domain! 

   Domain is actually a kind of ability to control the space around oneself. It is divided into nine 

layers. After breaking through the nine layers, it becomes the world, that is, the level of the realm 

master! 

   Of course, the constant star and universe-level domains cannot be compared with the real domain 

of the domain master, but being placed in the same level can definitely greatly enhance the combat 

effectiveness! 

  According to Wang Yi's understanding of the original work, the way to understand the law can be 

divided into artistic conception, domain, law, recognition of the original law, and a thorough grasp of an 

original law (one of the eight lower laws). 

   But it is very difficult to comprehend the law, and it is even more difficult to get the recognition of 

the original law, and it is even more difficult to fully grasp an original law and achieve immortality! 

   In the entire Black Dragon Mountain star field, I don’t know how many world masters are stuck at 

this step, unable to break through! 

   "I have talent, understanding, and background...I don't believe it, I can't rise in the universe." 

Wang Yi was also full of pride in his heart. 



   Comprehend the law, as long as the Yanxing Giant Beast breaks through to the cosmos level three 

months later, you can perceive the fluctuation of the origin law of the universe, and it can be said that it 

will be a matter of time before you can comprehend your own law. 

  In addition, Wang Yi also has sign-in assistance, similar to items that strengthen the perception of 

the law... such as the law perception enhancement accelerator card, can greatly improve the effect of 

the perception law! 

   Even an ordinary person with ordinary aptitude and no talent for understanding the laws can also 

possess the insight abilities of the golden horn behemoths and the darlings of the flame star beasts 

within 30 days! 

   And like the mystery of Meteor Star, Luo Feng has some, basically he also has it, such as "Soul 

Seal", "Space Secrets" and so on. 

   It's just that although Wang Yi has been practicing, his progress has been slow. 

   Of course, this kind of slowness actually far exceeds the current Luo Feng's requirements for him. If 

Babata knew about it, he would have been outrageous. 

  Wang Yi’s largest ring in the world, in the vast land of 100 million kilometers long and wide, a 

sphere about 100 meters in diameter stands in a valley. A group of hideous Zerg warriors are walking 

down the four directions, guarding the Zerg brood in the middle. 

This is after Wang Yi bought the World Ring, released the Zerg brood in the panel space and left it in this 

world for cultivation. The so-called valley is actually a pile of large amounts of material resources, 

covering an area of tens of kilometers. , A hill with a height of one thousand meters, is used to evolve 

the Zerg brood and cultivate the master-level Zerg warriors. 

   However, although the Zerg mother emperor ‘Elizabeth’ has obtained some resources, it will take 

some time to upgrade from the first rank of the realm master to the second stage of the realm master. 

Currently, only the first-order Zerg warriors of the realm master can be cultivated. 

Under Wang Yi’s suggestion, this nicknamed "Sasha"-the Zerg mother of Elizabeth, specially selected the 

three main types of Zerg warriors among the Zerg warriors. This is also based on Luo Feng's Zerg mother 

in the original work. The emperor'Irina' provided advice on the situation. 

   The first type is the ‘Yantan Zerg’, a very powerful branch of the tiger beetle clan. 

   The second species belongs to the Nastya Zerg, a branch of the Shadow Zerg. 

   The last one is the ‘Telo’, a branch of the ‘Manhunting Zerg’, which belongs to one of the most 

powerful species of the ‘Man’s Clan’, the largest category of the Zerg. 

   However, they are all Zerg warriors of the first rank of the world master. 

  Of course, this is also very scary. As long as Wang Yi continues to provide resources, he can 

continuously create world master-level Zerg warriors. As long as there are many, even the immortal 

gods can defeat them. 

   Insect Sea Tactics, originally the most powerful tactics of the Zerg! 



At present, Wang Yi is not in a hurry and there is no need to focus on cultivating Zerg 

warriors~www.mtlnovel.com~, but to let the Zerg mother emperor develop and develop first, and by 

the way create 10,000 master-level Zerg warriors as a spare, but because The manufacturing time is 

short, and currently there are only more than a hundred heads. 

   About 10 heads can be cultivated a day. 

For this reason, Wang Yi also purchased a large number of cosmic crystals and a large number of metal 

alloy remains, blood of some strong men or giant beasts, and some colloidal substances such as scaly 

skin, tendons, etc. With this large amount of raw materials, these world masters were cultivated. Zerg 

warrior. After all, he didn't have the time and ability to go to the Junk Starfield to buy the corpses of 

Zerg warriors. 

   The Brood of the Zerg Clan makes a pinnacle-level Shadow Front Zerg of the world lord, and the 

cosmic crystal it needs is about 10 Hunyuan units. 

   And the price of the universe crystal needed for the corpse of the first-tier Zerg warrior of the 

world leader is probably only a few tenths of the price of the Shadow Front Zerg at the peak of the world 

leader. 

   And if large quantities of metal scraps and garbage materials are purchased, the price will be even 

lower! 

   I am afraid it can be several times cheaper! The cost is about one-fifth of the consumption of the 

universe crystal! 

   However, the cheapest is to use the corpses of Zerg warriors! Can be reused directly! The 

efficiency is also the highest! 

   And the resources needed by ten thousand world master-level first-order zerg warriors, I am afraid 

that a hundred mixed yuan unit is almost the same, which is not worth mentioning to Wang Yi. 

   It is estimated that no one would have thought that Wang Yi, a permanent star native from a 

remote and unknown planet, would actually have the avatar of the Yanxing Giant Beast among the 

twelve pinnacles of Star Giant Beasts, as well as a realm master-level Zerg brood! 

   Among the huge zerg brood, the core area has transparent wings like a butterfly, the body is 

almost white and transparent, and the beautiful zerg mother is covered with a layer of veil lying in a 

colorful pond, silently evolving. 

  Outside, the Zerg brood is following the instructions of the mother emperor, and it is still 

continuously creating Zerg warriors. 

Chapter 102: Heilongshan Kingdom 

  The Black Dragon Mountain Empire, as an ancient middle-class civilization nation, occupying 

thousands of galaxies. Except for the founding emperor, the **** of the Black Dragon Mountain 

Kingdom, the current emperor has no idea how many generations it has replaced. 

   And those royal families are countless, among them, there are many princes and princesses with 

status and power. 
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   After all, the Black Dragon Mountain Empire did not expressly prohibit the emergence of a female 

emperor. 

  In history, for various reasons, there were indeed women who became emperors. 

  Gracie, the thirteenth prince of the current emperor of the Black Dragon Mountain Empire, is also 

one of the more prominent princes. Many of the noble ministers of the empire also approached him. 

   As a superior and distinguished prince, Gracie seems awe-inspiring, but she also has her own 

worries. 

   After all, the prince of the empire struggled very fiercely for power, and of course the thirteen 

princes also had ambitions for the throne, but his power was much worse than the other princes. 

   "The **** of the old nine actually relied on his grandfather to be the realm master of Hargrave. It 

was too arrogant. 

   The thirteenth prince was drinking sullen wine in the garden alone, and threw down the wine glass 

viciously, venting his inner anger. 

   "Hey, there is still no money." Gracie thought to her heart that his mother's power is not strong, so 

he can't provide him with more help, everything depends on him. 

   If he has enough money, he can win over those ministers, generals, nobles, train his own elite 

army, and even give gifts to the lord, seek support, and expand his influence. Then he will have more 

opportunities to compete for the throne. 

   But, no money! 

  Gracie is a little irritable. 

  As the prince of the empire, he naturally looks down on small money, and other industries with 

huge profits have already been occupied by people, and he can't easily get in. 

   When the thirteenth prince Gracie was sitting in the garden of his palace frowning, a middle-aged 

man with gorgeous clothes and a big belly hurriedly walked in. 

   "His Royal Highness, Your Royal Highness, good news, good news." 

  Gracie raised her eyelids and glanced at the confidant businessman who had been in her for many 

years, "Sisyph, what good news makes you so happy? Let me hear it." 

   The fat businessman Sisyph put his head in Gracie's ear and muttered a few words, Gracie's eyes lit 

up immediately. 

   "Oh? Is there really such a person?" 

   "It will cost a lot. Want to go to the Heilongshan Divine Kingdom to see it?" 

   The fat businessman Sisyph hurriedly said: "The little people are true. Wherever you dare to 

deceive your Royal Highness, the adventurer is outside. Waiting for your highness to summon you." 

  Gracie moved a little. 



   However, the Holy Land of Heilongshan Divine Kingdom is where the ancestor who founded the 

Heilongshan Empire is located. Although Gracie can enter with noble status, he will not pass if there is 

nothing important in normal times. 

   "Hmm..." Gracie groaned, if he would not easily bring this kind of unknown origin into the Holy 

Land of Heilongshan Divine Kingdom, after all, if something goes wrong, even if he is the prince of the 

empire, he can't eat it. 

   But now when Gracie is struggling with money, she really can't bear to refuse such a big deal. 

   This is why Wang Yi chose the Thirteenth Prince after collecting information. 

   "Well, I see him, let him come over." The thirteenth prince Gracie finally made up his mind and 

decided to meet this adventurer who could offer a big price. 

   Of course, he still has to observe the adventurer. If something is wrong, he would not dare to bring 

anyone in if he was killed. 

   Soon after, in the garden, a black-haired boy in a black and red combat uniform walked in. 

   is Wang Yi himself. 

   And the two cosmic guards he brought with him stayed outside. 

   Being able to carry two cosmic-level guards with him must come from an extraordinary source, 

either from a big power or from a big family. This is also the reason why Gracie Ken met Wang Yi. 

   Gracie talked with Wang Yi for a while, and Wang Yi directly gave a price that made Gracie’s heart 

bewitching. 

"Mr. Wang Yi, if you want to visit our Black Dragon Mountain Holy Land Holy Land, it’s okay, but you 

must follow my arrangements. You can’t make claims or act without permission, otherwise something 

will happen and I can’t help you.” Gracie Said with a serious face. 

  Wang Yi entered the Holy Land of Heilongshan Divine Kingdom, so it was done. 

   At that time, Gracie will take a few followers into the Black Dragon Mountain Holy Land to visit a 

realm master, and Wang Yi will be among the followers. 

   Heilongshan Divine Kingdom Holy Land has strict and strict security, it depends on who is. 

   Like the thirteenth prince wants to go in, there is still a way. 

   Seeing Wang Yi's figure disappearing from her sight, Gracie narrowed her eyes and ordered left 

and right. "Give me a careful investigation of this person. No news can be left behind. I want his most 

detailed information." 

The thirteenth prince sent someone to investigate Wang Yi, but of course nothing was investigated. 

After all, Wang Yi, as a four-star customer of Universe Galaxy Bank, has many large transactions 

confidential. I am afraid that even the current emperor of Heilongshan has no way to know. Not to 

mention a thirteen prince. 



   After investigating and confirming that Wang Yi "has no problem"~www.mtlnovel.com~The 

thirteenth prince finally couldn't help the temptation of the reward given by Wang Yi and decided to 

bring Wang Yi into the "Holy Land Black Dragon Mountain"! 

  The Holy Land "Black Dragon Mountain" is the biggest backer behind the imperial royal family. 

  The founding emperor of the empire, and now the divine lord of the holy land "Black Dragon 

Mountain", it was he who originally communicated the space in the universe and the internal world into 

one, forming the great and vast kingdom of God-the holy land Black Dragon Mountain. 

  …… 

   On the towering cloud-like peaks, there are ripples of water, and several silhouettes emerge from 

it. 

   One of them is Wang Yi. 

   Looking at the vast world in front of me, this is the sea with no end in sight. There is a sun above 

the sea. 

   That is an immortal existence, a real star brought into the kingdom of God from the outside world! 

   Wang Yi saw this vast world and the dazzling sun with his own eyes, and couldn't help but sigh the 

immortal god's greatness. 

   "Check in." 

  【Ding, congratulations to the host for successfully signing in, and rewarding the sense of the origin 

law of the universe of fire. 】 

  【You have realized the mystery of the law of origin of fire. 】 

  【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 

Wang Yi's eyes were blank for a moment. In the soul consciousness, a mysterious force will have an 

insight into the origin law of the universe of fire. Various mysteries have been poured into Wang Yi's 

mind continuously, opening a new fan. The door, let him see a vast and boundless world. 

   belongs to the world of laws! 

  At this moment, Wang Yi comprehended the original law of fire. 

   If he integrates this original law perception into his own sword, body, domain, and secret method, 

his power will increase sharply, reaching an incredible level! 

   Wang Yi who understands a little bit of the law of origin can be said to be the true peerless genius 

of the Black Dragon Mountain Star Territory. 

Chapter 103: A giant flame star that has reached the cosmic level 

   "Unfortunately, since signing in the Holy Land Heilongshan Shenguo three months ago, there have 

been no useful rewards." Wang Yi was a little bit emotional. 
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   Now he is taking a spaceship, leaving the headquarters of the "Ice Sea God Kingdom" in the two 

holy places of the Black Dragon Mountain Empire, and heading to the headquarters of the "Black Cloud 

Society" in the other four organizations of the Black Dragon Mountain Empire. 

On this trip to the'Ice Sea God Kingdom', he failed to enter the'Ice Sea God Kingdom', so he could only 

choose to sign in outside. The reward for signing in was an'Ice Lan Guo' worth a mixed dollar unit, but 

for the current king As far as Yi is concerned, it has no effect, keep it for now. 

  The Black Dragon Mountain Empire rules the entire Black Dragon Mountain star field, with a vast 

territory and more than 8,000 galaxies scattered! 

   Of course the strongest in the entire empire are the two holy sites, followed by the four 

organizations and the sixteen families. 

   The two sacred sites are the ‘Black Dragon Mountain’ and the ‘Ice Sea God Kingdom’. Both sacred 

sites were created by the ‘Immortal’, and there are many subordinates. 

   Sixteen big families, each family has at least a ‘world lord’. 

   If Black Dragon Mountain, Ice Sea God Kingdom, and Sixteen Big Clan belong to the government. 

  The four major organizations belong to non-governmental organizations. They have been passed 

down for thousands of years. Some elders from the ancient times of the four major organizations have 

even entered the Qianwu universe. 

   The four major organizations are San Axe Mountain, Baihu Tower, Heiyunhui, and Beilongcheng. 

   If Wang Yi wants to sign in in the Black Dragon Mountain Star Territory, these are the key goals. 

  Of course, even if he tried his best to get in some organizations, he couldn't get in at all. Unless he 

joined the organization, he could still find a way to get in, but he has lost his freedom since then and has 

to be restrained. 

  Wang Yi now doesn't even want to join the Black Dragon Mountain branch of the virtual universe 

company, let alone them. 

   I can only talk about people's affairs and obey the fate. 

   This d9-class spacecraft, which looks like a black triangle eagle falcon, flies in the magnificent, 

endless dark universe. The speed of this spacecraft reaches 5 times the speed of light! 

   Among the spacecraft, Hong, Thor and the bodyguards all practiced, rested, or stood guard in their 

own rooms, while Wang Yi was also sitting cross-legged in the secret room of his spacecraft. 

  Hong and Raytheon are soaking in a dark blue cuboid ‘nutrition cabin’. This is an e-class nutrition 

cabin, which can be regarded as the top nutrition cabin among human races in the vast universe. 

   This blue dazzling stone mother shell is f8 metal, so even if it is immortal, it will take a lot of effort 

to destroy it. 

   The single purchase price reached 860 billion Universe Coins, which is equivalent to three or four 

cheap and desolate galaxies. 



  Of course, the nutrient solution being soaked is also very expensive. If you change it to the price, 

even a universe slave can buy a group! 

   And now Thor and Hong are soaking together, but this is the case! 

   Their genetic structure is continuously improved and transformed by the energy of the nutrient 

solution full of vitality, and their physical fitness is constantly improving. 

  Since signing in the Heilongshan Holy Land God Kingdom, after comprehending a trace of the 

original law, Wang Yi's progress in the practice of the secret method has been like a tiger. 

   And his physical fitness has also been promoted to the eighth rank of the constant star, but his 

mental power is still at the peak of the sixth rank of the constant star, and he is almost able to break 

through. 

   Of course, Wang Yi didn't care, anyway, he was still far from the peak genius battle. 

   In fact, all his mind has been placed in his own prokaryotic world. 

   The prokaryotic world is like an endless, vast void, filled with endless mist. 

   In the world of prokaryotes, there is a pronucleus like a transparent crystal covered with fiery red 

secret patterns. 

   belongs to the inner world of the Yanxing Giant Beast, the molten volcanic continent, which has 

expanded to the point of 180 kilometers long and wide. 

   In the middle of the land, which is as red as hell, is a vast lava lake. 

   boom~~ 

And a head of more than 1800 meters long, covered with black scales, red lines with steel wings like a 

ferocious behemoth emerged from the hot, **** molten liquid, and the molten liquid flows from its 

huge triangular head like blood. Come down. 

   "Ang~~" 

   The Flame Star Giant Beast snarled up to the sky, and its voice vibrated everywhere. 

   The **** and cruel eyes were filled with excitement and joy. 

   "Breakthrough!" 

   "Finally a breakthrough!" 

   Today's Yanxing Giant Beast is cultivating the first calamity of the "Nine Tribulations". After three 

months, his body has continuously collapsed and condensed. I don't know how many times it has been 

repeated, and it has almost succeeded in cultivation. 

   At that time, the Yanxing Giant Beast gene level will be increased to thirty times! 

In the past three months, the Yan Xing Giant Beast clone has also been devouring a large number of 

resources and treasures purchased by Wang Yi, and it has been devouring it unceremoniously. This has 



also allowed the Yan Xing Giant Beast’s internal world to grow rapidly, in just three months. , The 

Yanxing Giant Beast has been upgraded from the 7th constant star to the 9th constant star! 

   is stronger than today’s earthly deity! 

   Originally, Wang Yi thought that by reaching the 9th rank of the constant star, the Yanxing Giant 

Beast would have a bottleneck, and it would take at least a few months to reach the next level! 

   But I didn't expect it! 

   Yan Xing behemoth's promotion didn't seem to be fettered, it went straight from the ninth 

constant star to the top of the ninth constant star, and then started a breakthrough! 

   From a constant star to a cosmic level! 

   This is a leap in the level of life! 

   "Huh!" 

  The giant flame star suddenly appeared in Wang Yi's prokaryotic world, and inside it, there was a 

pronucleus. The prokaryotic world ~www.mtlnovel.com~ is undergoing earth-shaking changes. 

  The flame crystal continent shrouded in red mist. This continent is square and has a length and 

width of 180 kilometers. 

   And now, the whole world trembles suddenly, the volcano erupts, and the molten swells 

turbulently. The thick fire-colored fog that originally surrounded the continent rushes to the entire 

continent, causing the volcanic continent to swallow the fog crazily and begin to expand its range crazily. 

   The length and width are constantly expanding, and the height is constantly expanding! 

   This continent has also become thicker! 

   In just a few hours, this continent has expanded from 180 kilometers long and wide to two 

thousand kilometers long and wide! 

   area has expanded a hundred times! 

   Yan Xing behemoth, its appearance is twice as large as the golden horn behemoth, and its internal 

world is also twice as large as the golden horn behemoth. 

   Even among all the star behemoths of peak bloodlines, perhaps the inner world of the flame star 

behemoth is among the best. 

   "Ang~~" 

   When the inner world expanded to two thousand kilometers, the giant flame star outside also 

began to change. 

   Flame Star Giant Beast burst into the sky with a burst of flames, shrouded in the monstrous flames, 

vaguely visible a huge figure in the flames. 

   "Crack...crack..." 



The diamond-shaped fiery ruby on the chest of the giant Yanxing beast radiantly shined, and the huge 

black body began to grow gradually, the bones became stronger, the scales became harder, the tail 

became thicker and longer, and the red secret pattern covering most of the body also gave out 

mysterious. The light continuously penetrated into the body of the Yanxing Giant Beast. 

   Flame Star Giant Beast’s eyes seemed to emit fire, and the length of its body was more than three 

kilometers with its amazing tail! Spreading the wings that cover the sky and obscuring the sun, his head 

raised and howled, the voice turned into a wave of air and spread. 

   Yanxing Giant Beast, officially entered the first tier of the universe! 

Chapter 104: Wang Yi's practice 

"brush!" 

  Wang Yi's human deity appeared in the ‘One World’ of the World Ring. 

   On the vast continent of 100 million kilometers long and wide, a black-haired boy appeared out of 

thin air. 

   The rustle sounded, the dark red, 600-kilometer-long vines that were originally entrenched on the 

ground began to commotion, and the branches and leaves trembled, as if they were welcoming the 

arrival of the black-haired boy. 

   "Mo Yun." Wang Yi smiled slightly and touched its fat leaves. 

   Mo Yun Teng trembles lightly, seeming to be happy. 

   Nowadays, with the cultivation of a large number of precious resources, the Moyunteng has 

already reached the cosmic level, and because of the best evolution plan, once it reaches the cosmic 

level, it is the third cosmic level, and it has 90 main vines! 

   After evolution, the current Mo Yun Teng has grown to the sixth level of the universe. 

   Wang Yi glanced at the remote hill at the location of the "Zerg Brood". The hill has been lowered a 

lot, and the middle is sunken. You can't see the Zerg brood, but only see a large number of Zerg warriors 

falling and cruising nearby. 

Wang Yi nodded secretly, "Well, in a few days, let a few slave guards send the world ring back to the 

earth, and the world ring will also be equipped with some Zerg warriors as a secret guardian force." 

Wang Yi has never protected the earth. Take it lightly. 

   But in human territory, Zerg warriors, it is best not to show up when they are not necessary. 

   "Boom!" 

A dark red monster with a body length of more than 3,000 meters appeared on the land, like a towering 

mountain peak. The pair of curved and smooth wings on the back like blades spread out, burning with a 

raging fire, and thick black scales meandering all the way. The lower part is covered with red lines, and a 

pair of red eyes like rubies reveal the look of destruction. 
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   "The Yanxing Giant Beast!" Wang Yi, who was completely enveloped in the shadow of this 

behemoth, exclaimed. 

  Although he is the Yanxing Giant Beast, the Yanxing Giant Beast is also him. 

   But from a human perspective, it is different. 

   "Once the first calamity of the Yanxing Giant Beast is cultivated, the genetic evolution of the body 

will cause the body's strength to increase to three times the original!" Wang Yi was full of expectation. 

   The Yanxing Giant Beast is already 10 times the genetic level! Three times more, that's 30 times! 

When practicing in the Nine Tribulations Secret Code, the soul crystal ball and the force crystal ball were 

originally required as the two cores to release the power of thought and force, and continuously 

integrate into every part of the body cell of the body, so that the soul crystal ball, the force crystal ball, 

and the body would be the same. The three seem to form a balance, and then begin to practice secret 

methods to promote the evolution of the body's genes. 

   If it were the original Nine Tribulations Secret Code, I am afraid that Wang Yi would need to reach 

the domain master level, condense the soul crystal ball, and the force crystal ball can be cultivated. 

   But the rewards from the sign-in panel are more perfect. The enhanced version of the Secret of the 

Nine Tribulations, his cultivation method, even if it is not at the domain master level, as long as the flesh 

and blood beings have both the mental power, the force and the body, they can be cultivated. 

   Of course, the result is still the same. Once there is a failure in the running route, the body's genes 

and the soul will collapse! 

   However, Wang Yi practiced the first robbery through the sign-in panel, so naturally there is no 

such risk. 

   And the Yanxing Giant Beast is its own clone, as long as the pronucleus of the Yanxing Giant Beast 

does not stay in the Yanxing Giant Beast, but is placed in the pronuclear world of Wang Yi, even if it 

collapses, it can quickly condense out of its body. 

  Although it will take some time, it is better than being completely wiped out. 

   It's a pity that I haven't found a secret method suitable for the Flame Star Giant Beast, so Wang Yi 

can only use other secret methods to figure out how the Flame Star Giant Beast fights by himself. 

   Wang Yi nodded in satisfaction, and once again let the Yanxing Behemoth return to his prokaryotic 

world. 

   Wang Yi’s prokaryotic world is not the same concept as the prokaryotic world of Yanxing Giant 

Beast. 

   Let's put it this way, Wang Yi's prokaryotic world only has the talent to nurture clones, and does 

not have the effect of improving the world. His own enhancement of strength is the same as normal 

human beings. 



   Of course, the Flame Star Giant Beast is his clone, and the strength of the Flame Star Giant Beast 

breaks through to the cosmic level, so naturally his human body can break through to the cosmic level 

unimpeded all the way. 

   These are two sides of one body. 

   And the pronucleus of the Yanxing Giant Beast is the internal world of the Yanxing Giant Beast, and 

it does not have the ability to breed and reconsolidate the body. 

  The strength of the Yanxing Giant Beast increases, mainly relying on the expansion and growth of 

the internal world. 

   But because the Yanxing Giant Beast soul and Wang Yi are one body, even if the Yanxing Giant 

Beast's body collapses and the clone soul is destroyed, as long as the pronucleus is not in the body at 

that time, the internal world will not collapse and the pronucleus will not be exposed. 

  The pronucleus of the Yanxing Giant Beast belongs only to the Yanxing Giant Beast, not Wang Yi. 

  Wang Yi’s pronucleus belonged to the four bodies, including him. 

   Wang Yi did not leave this world, but stayed here and took out Dun Tiansuo to start practicing the 

secret method. 

   Now that Wang Yi has the bonus of the consciousness strength of the Yanxing Giant Beast, using 

the third form of Escape Tissot, it is naturally more handy, like a finger arm. 

   It is a pity that Dun Tiansuo, the third-order mental power weapon, is based on the law of origin of 

gold, suitable for Luo Feng, but not suitable for Wang Yi. 

   If it weren't for the secret method of escape, he wouldn't consider it at all. 

   With the rapid improvement of Wang Yi's strength, Dun Tissot will inevitably be eliminated. 

   In fact, in addition to Dun Tiansuo, he also cultivated the martial arts fighting secrets of the Meteor 

Star line. 

The master of    Meteorite has nine immortal servants of gods, most of them are martial artists, so 

naturally there is no shortage of martial artists' secret methods of cultivation. 

  Wang Yi's practice is a battle secret "Sunset" which is more suitable for his flame immortal gods. 

   This secret method can be cultivated to the level of the master, which is considered to be a good 

one among the secret methods. 

   The ‘Sunset’ sword technique is a kind of violent and violent fighting method, which is more in line 

with Wang Yi’s appetite. 

   Now that he has already started, he is still studying. 

   If the law and perception are integrated into the'Sunset Knife' to be used proficiently, then Wang 

Yi's strength will be greatly improved, even among the geniuses of the entire Qian Witch universe, I am 

afraid that he can be regarded as one of the first class. 



The secret method is actually an application of the law. Therefore, even if the law has a high sense of 

understanding, the secret law must be developed to form real combat 

effectiveness~www.mtlnovel.com~Wang Yi understands this very well, so even if the law is 

comprehensible and ' The'Sunset' mystery is well integrated, and it is very difficult to form his own set of 

swordsmanship, and he still insisted on it and did not give up. 

   This can't be said to be a secret method of creation. It can only be said that Wang Yi converted into 

an attack method suitable for him on the basis of the original secret method. In fact, it is also the 

prototype of the secret method, with a taste of the secret method. 

"The setting sun is divided into nine types, but as long as I integrate the first three types into my 

perception of the law, it will be able to greatly increase its power. By then, there will be no opponents in 

the constant stars of the entire human territory!" Standing in the vast expanse Red light was flowing in 

Wang Yi's dark eyes on the vast grassland. 

   "The first style, Liaoyuan!" 

   In his mind, he carried the artistic conception of the Yanxing Giant Beast that crazily destroys 

everything, and he swung his swords out, the domain burst out, the scorching air wave swept through, 

and the flames blazed into the sky, full of the smell of burning everything. 

   "Domain! Law perception! Knife concept! Fusion together! This is the new sunset knife that truly 

belongs to me!" 

  Wang Yi's double knives spun like a top like a top, like a flame tornado, spreading across the 

grassland with unrivaled aura, wherever it passed, no grass grew, and everything was wiped out. 

  Time, this is how Wang Yi practiced secret methods to strengthen his physical and mental powers. 

The flame star giant beast clone swallows materials and treasures and continuously evolves the world in 

the body, slowly passing by in the secret of the Nine Tribulations of Cultivation. 

   And that black d9-class spacecraft, day after day, keeps running back and forth around the ancient 

heritage of the Heilongshan star field. 

   Wang Yi's strength is also increasing at an astonishing speed. 

   Soon, one year has passed. 

  …… 

Chapter 105: 1 year later 

"dad!" 

"dad!" 

   Virtual universe, Heilongshan Island, Jiuxing Bay. 

   In the courtyard, a few small dots surrounded Wang Yi, some of them climbed up his thighs, 

holding his head, and riding on his neck. 

   Hong and Thor were sitting next to him watching this scene with a smile. 
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   For their children who have grown up, this scene is naturally very warm. 

   Wang Yi casually put the girl who was pulling her hair hard in her mother's arms, and sat back in 

her seat with two honestly. 

  Wang Yi’s children were all born in October 2057. Now it is December 2059, and his children are 

two years old. 

   The level of physical development will not be mentioned, anyway, all of them are at the level of 

the demon king. They are veritable little beasts, and the little devil who dismantles the house. During 

their mischievous period, the furniture of the castle is often changed, commonly known as ‘Little King 

Two Ha’. 

And the level of intellectual development, they are only two years old, they are very clever, because 

they inherit the powerful genes of their father, and the resource training and education that are so 

generous that the prince of the Black Dragon Mountain Empire can't match, the learning ability is 

amazing. It can be said that the things on the earth are one. If you can learn it well, you can get through 

it at one point. Although it is only two years old, I am afraid that even the high-level students of the 

ordinary martial arts gym can't compare to them. 

   However, for their childhood, Wang Yi still allows them to play with their mothers, and Wang Yi 

will often accompany them in the virtual universe. 

   "Hey, Wang Yi, I really envy you." There was a trace of remembrance in Thor's eyes. 

   "What do you envy, you two single dogs, and you don't have a wife, you can find it yourself if you 

like." Wang Yi said rudely. 

Thor and Hong are probably the two biggest diamond bachelors in the Earth Base City era. Their wives 

died early, Hong has a pair of children, and now their grandsons are both big, and Thor also has a 

daughter, but for some reason, the relationship with her daughter broke down. It is still in the cold war. 

  With their status, what kind of women do you want to find? But they have always been single. 

  Don't talk about Hong and Thunder God, if Wang Yi hadn't been with Lin Youyu and others in his 

early years, he would have not been distracted by his feelings, let alone having a lot of children after he 

embarked on cultivation. 

   But this is also good now, at least the feelings also have sustenance. 

   Moreover, since the birth of their children, Wang Yi's parents have been too lazy to care about 

Wang Yi. They only have grandchildren and granddaughters in their eyes, which also made Wang Yi a 

sigh of relief. 

   "By the way, Luo Feng took away the golden horn behemoth, hasn't the human clone been 

conceived yet?" Wang Yi asked, thinking of something. 

   "Quickly, Babata once contacted us in the virtual universe, saying that Luo Feng can give birth to a 

human body in one month, and then he can come out of the universe." Hong also sighed a little. 



Now that two years have passed, Hong's physical fitness has reached the fourth-level constant star level 

thanks to the cultivation of a large number of treasure resources. It is much faster than in the original 

book, and the improvement in strength is even more amazing. His Mo Yun vines are about to break 

through to the universe level. , And if the golden horn monster still ran out and made waves as in the 

original work, I am afraid it would die miserably. 

   And Thor's promotion speed was a little slower than Hong, but he also reached the third rank of 

the constant star. It is the perception in the field that made him much worse than Hong, and he is 

currently trying to catch up. 

  Wang Yi glanced at Thor. This guy is a ten-thousand-year-old second in the original book. According 

to the current trend, the second child's status is not preserved, and he is about to become the fourth 

child. 

Don’t forget, they all have joined Meteor Star in name, and they have all obtained Meteor Meteor’s 

secrets. Hong and their strength can be greatly improved. Meteor Meteor’s secrets are indispensable, 

and Luo Feng is the current boss of Meteor Meteor ( In nominal terms), Wang Yi is the second entry but 

the strongest, Hong is third, Thor can only be ranked fourth, sadly! 

"Babata. He is always urging me to transport resources back to the earth. He is a lie, Luo Feng’s golden 

horn monster clone has a constant star rating. He actually asked me to put all the metals needed by the 

universe level and the domain master level. Send it back and let me pay for it." Wang Yi shook his head 

and smiled. 

   Of course it’s just a joke. 

   Those cosmic-level domain master-level metals are not a big burden to Wang Yi. He is very willing 

to help Luo Feng improve his strength quickly. 

   However, Babata, the empty-glove white wolf, can't get used to his red eyes, so he has to drag him 

and make him angry. 

   You must know that Luo Feng has his teacher’s account funds. Of course, Luo Feng can’t take 

advantage of Wang Yi for nothing. Hong and Lei Shen can’t do it. There is no dead immortal teacher who 

can leave a huge amount of wealth to them. And Luo Feng is a descendant of the Meteorite Star, and his 

wealth is also very rich. Wang Yi remembers that when Luo Feng reached the domain master level, he 

took out millions of mixed yuan units from the bank, much richer than he is now! 

   Although Wang Yi has been checking in everywhere for more than a year, he wastes a lot of time 

on the road. In fact, there are not many planets to check in. With random rewards, the actual gain is not 

as great as expected. 

   However, Wang Yi's fortune, which has shrunk due to the continuous purchase of large quantities 

of resource treasures, has slowly risen back to about one million yuan. 

   The most amazing thing is that this is only more than a year! Even the immortal gods do not have 

such a terrible money-making speed! 

   What is even more amazing is the strength of Wang Yi. His physical fitness has been upgraded to 

the pinnacle of the eighth rank of the constant star, and his mental power has also reached the seventh 



rank of the constant star! The talents, domains, brain widths, mental power amplitudes, secret 

methods, etc. of the Law of Perception have all been improved to varying degrees! 

   More importantly, more than a year later, his Yanxing monster clone has grown from the first 

cosmic level to the fifth cosmic level, and the fourth level will take nearly two years to complete! 

Wang Yi's own talent and savvy, coupled with the uniqueness of the Yanxing behemoth, unparalleled 

affinity for the laws of the origin of the universe, plus some assistance from the sign-in panel rewards, 

various precious treasure resources, equipment conditions, multi-pronged, Wang Yi's understanding of 

the law is like drinking water, and he has risen suddenly. The sword and secret methods have also made 

rapid progress! 

   To put it simply, Wang Yi's strength now ranks among the constant stars of the Black Dragon 

Mountain Star Territory, which is definitely the first one deserved. 

   In this year, Wang Yi has rarely appeared in the virtual universe decisive battle space, but he often 

goes to the killing fields. 

   Some organizations in the virtual universe that invited him to join their forces were also ignored by 

him. 

   During this period, Wang Yi has been looking forward to the three-year dry witch 

auction~www.mtlnovel.com~ Perhaps, at this auction, he can get what he has always wanted. 

   The Flame Star Giant Beast has entered the cosmos level. Although it is not Wang Yi's deity, it is 

also a part of Wang Yi. Logically speaking, Wang Yi can also choose a second clone to breed. 

   Then, his strength will be greatly improved again! 

   For so long, Wang Yi has been looking for a second clone that suits him, but unfortunately, he has 

no idea. 

   After all, his requirements are too high, even a race of peak bloodlines like the Golden Horn 

behemoth cannot satisfy him. 

In Wang Yi’s consideration, the second clone is best to be like Luo Feng’s clone of the Demon Killer, with 

a talent for practicing the laws of space, and the mysterious and ever-changing ability also makes Wang 

Yi's heart fascinated. He has considered, Don't be like Luo Feng, choose a monster clan clone as the 

second clone, after all, it's too convenient! 

   Luofeng’s four bodies, one against the sky, seems to be the most perverted earth talent with the 

most waste material. The Secret Code of Nine Commandments enhances the genetic level, and 

transforms the soul to achieve the heaven-defying comprehension, mind, and will! When they are all 

occupied, with a Xeon Supreme Treasure Star Tower, even the Lord of the Universe can only stare. 

Needless to say, the golden horn behemoth, Luo Feng's early rise depends on it! It has been Luo Feng's 

number one output mvp for a long period of time. 

  The clone of the Demon Killer Clan has repeatedly made extraordinary achievements, added space 

talents, and copied the secrets of transforming talents, allowing him to turn the danger into a blessing 

many times and realize a big reversal! 



   is really a must for home travel, murder and arson! 

Needless to say, the avatar of the sea of blood, the divine body is too big to kill, infinitely replenishing 

demons and blood, and the power of self-detonation is amazing, and the level of the divine body in the 

later stage wants to be increased to 100,000 times, and it has to rely on its ‘creation’ talent secret! 

Chapter 106: Dry Witch Auction 

   This day is just an ordinary day for the people on earth, but it has a very unique meaning in the 

eyes of countless powerful people in the Qianwu universe. 

  Because this day is every three years, the day when the Dry Witch Auction is held! 

The Dry Witch Auction is held in the virtual universe. It is prepared every three years. It auctions various 

rare and exotic treasures from all over the universe. Many of them are not available outside or even 

seen. For many For people, this is a rare event! 

   According to Wang Yi's memory of the original work, Luo Feng and the others participated in the 

Dry Witch auction for the first time at the end of December 2065. He did not remember the exact time. 

  , the countdown will be held once in December 2062. 

The closest time to Wang Yi and the others, of course, is the date of December 2059. In fact, as a four-

star customer of Universe Galaxy Bank, Wang Yi has already received the invitation letter, and he is a 

four-star customer with The privilege of taking four people to participate in the auction together. 

   As for the three-star customers, they can only participate by themselves. 

   Originally, Wang Yi wanted to bring Luo Feng over, but Luo Feng hadn't conceived a human body 

yet, so he could only give it up temporarily and let him continue to develop with peace of mind. 

But it doesn’t matter much. If there will be treasures suitable for Luo Feng at auction at that time, such 

as Yan Shenbing or something, he doesn’t mind buying it. Anyway, for his current wealth, the price of a 

few Yan Shen soldiers is not very expensive. Treat it as a gift to a friend. 

   And these, the future will definitely be rewarded. 

   The greater Luofeng's future achievements, the more rewarding it will be! 

   Even if something goes wrong with Wang Yi in the future, unfortunately hangs up, or signs at the 

panel, his son rebelliously ran away from home and never returned, he still has Luo Feng to accompany 

him. 

  Since Luofeng is not going, besides Hong and Leishen, Wang Yi brought his two wives, Gao Yurong 

and Shen Yan. As for Lin Youyu, who is not interested in this kind of thing, he stayed at home to watch 

the children. 

   Wang Yi and his children, his wife Lin Youyu, his parents and other family members were 

separated, and left the Jiuxingwan community with his two other wives, Shen Yan and Gao Yurong, as 

well as Lei Shen and Hong. 

   recruited Tianma, and came to the "Teleport Point" by riding the Tianma. 
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   "Teleport." Wang Yi, holding the invitation letter in his hand, stood in the teleportation point, and 

the invitation letter with four stars on the delicate surface exuded a little white light. 

  Hoo! Wang Yi and the others instantly disappeared and left the Black Dragon Mountain island and 

teleported to a floating city above the "Dianwu Continent". The invitation letter shot out a little light, 

causing the hanging city defense to automatically open the channel and let Wang Yi and others enter. 

   This is an extremely elegant land suspended in clouds and fog. The scenery on this suspended city 

is beautiful, with flowers and plants everywhere, and the most dazzling thing in the entire suspended 

city is that extremely huge building-the auction hall! 

   "Hello, sir, you are welcome to participate in this auction of dry witches, this is your seat number." 

   "Miss, hello, you are welcome to participate in this auction of dry witches, this is your seat 

number." 

   There are already two long dragons lined up at the entrance of the auction hall. They come from all 

parts of the cosmic kingdom of Qianwu. All kinds of human beings gather in a sea of people, almost 

invisible. 

   There are a total of sixteen entrances in the entire auction hall. Thousands of people are queuing 

at each entrance. It is visible that almost everyone is the owner of the world. 

   Wang Yi, the four of them, appeared in one of the teams. In front was a huge man with a bald horn 

and white scales on his face, and a steady stream of figures appeared behind him. 

   "Many people." Shen Yan whispered to Gao Yurong. 

   The faintly strong pressure in the air around him, and the terrifying aura naturally carried by many 

world masters, made Wang Yi and the others feel depressed. 

  Wang Yi, Thor, Hong and the others are okay, Shen Yan, Gao Yurong are only planetary stars, they 

have not been tempered in battle yet, their minds and will are very fragile, and their faces are a little 

pale. 

   And this is because these world masters converged a lot, and didn't deliberately radiate it. 

   Wang Yi shook their hands gently. 

   "So many world masters." Thor was surprised. There are thousands of people on their side alone, 

and the total of the sixteen channels is 100,000! 

   How many world masters are there on the surface of the entire Heilongshan star field? 

   is terrible! 

   Hong They were both shocked and excited. 

   The Long Snake team moved forward slowly. Wang Yi and the others were mixed in the team. They 

walked along while listening to the chat and discussion of the side masters. 



   is like ‘outside battlefield’, ‘universe secret realm’, ‘monster tribe, zerg tribe, machine tribe’, Wang 

Yi who has known the original works still understands some. And Hong, who is a native of the earth, was 

at a loss. 

   Soon, it was Wang Yi's turn. 

   "Hello, sir, you are welcome to participate in this dry witch auction. This is your seat number." 

   The receptionist respectfully handed the five tokens to Wang Yi. 

   and the others are almost just one. 

brush! 

   The gazes of the world masters next to him all looked over, with a hint of shock. 

   No one thought that the few little guys with such a weak breath of would actually have the status 

of four-star customers. 

   You need to know that a three-star customer needs a 10 Hunyuan unit asset limit, while a four-star 

customer owns more than a thousand times the assets of a three-star! 

   Ordinary pinnacle masters, all assets may be only 10 mixed yuan units, while the threshold for 

four-star customers is 10,000 mixed yuan units, which is considered to be a higher level in immortality. 

Many immortals don’t necessarily have so much money—in other words, even the founding emperor of 

the Black Dragon Mountain Empire, the immortal god, may not necessarily be a four-star customer. 

   Four-star customers, either have extremely powerful strength or have extremely terrifying 

background, they are definitely not something ordinary world masters like them can provoke. 

  Wang Yi took five tokens and saw that there was a translucent screen on the black token with a 

seat number—QW2130. 

   And behind, there are connected numbers QW2131, 2132... until 2314. 

   Entering the auction, there is a loud voice oncoming. 

   The whole auction hall is like a "football field" on the earth, with densely packed stands all around, 

arranged in circles...you can barely see the sides at a glance. 

   In fact, there are a total of 3 million seats here, and each seat... is six meters wide and ten meters 

high. 

  Wang Yi and the others quickly found their seats. Such a big seat made them feel like sitting in the 

kingdom of giants. 

   And around, there are already countless world masters sitting around, and the whole auction will 

not know how many people are discussing, and the voice is buzzing. 

   Qianwu universe country, more than 13,000 star domains! And the world master, accumulated 

over the years, there are also millions! Those who came to the auction in front of them were just a part 

of it! 



Chapter 107: To make friends 

   About two hours later. 

   "Everyone!" 

   As a clear voice sounded in the auction hall, it instantly overwhelmed everyone's discussion, 

causing the owners of the world to look up one after another. 

  Wang Yi and they also looked over. 

   An old man with a bald head and a black tortoise shell on his back stood in the center of the 

auction room, and a "three-dimensional shadow" of the old man nearly 1,000 meters high appeared in 

the sky. 

"Welcome everyone to participate in this session of the Dry Witch auction, thanks to the Virtual 

Universe Company... and the strong support of the Dry Witch Universe Kingdom." The turtle shell old 

man first came to a routine opening remarks, introduced himself, and this auction. Will the situation. 

   There were 1,462,338 participants in this dry witch auction. 

   is considered to be a satisfactory one in the previous dry witch auctions. 

   "Well, I believe everyone can't wait to look forward to the auction. Then, before the auction 

officially starts, the old rules, let's come to an auction first, it is a hot spot!" The turtle shell old man 

raised his voice. 

   "Our pre-heated auction item is the ‘Scorpion Puppet’ from a new ancient secret realm ‘River Blue 

Secret Realm’ just discovered by Noah Universe Kingdom not long ago!" 

The old man with the tortoise shell pointed his finger aside, and a huge screen suddenly appeared next 

to him. A vast starry sky appeared on the screen. The starry sky shrank quickly, passing all kinds of 

incredible and magnificent scenery, and then stopped on a broken palace on a silver-white mountain, 

even if it was broken. Palace, but the perfect architecture full of unique exotic styles is still eye-catching. 

   At the gate of the palace building, a group of silver-white, tall creatures that looked like upright 

scorpions walked out neatly. 

"This is the crystallization of an ancient civilization that used to live in the "River Blue Secret Realm" a 

long time ago. Although it is not as high-end and perfect as the mechanical race, it has its uniqueness. 

The current civilization has long been destroyed and buried. In history, there are only a few relics left..." 

   "These'scorpion puppets' have extremely research value and collection value, and their strength 

has reached the ninth rank of the domain master, and they are the best choice for guards!" 

"This batch is limited in quantity. A set of 100 domain master-class'Scorpion Puppets' will start at 100 

Hunyuan units." The old turtle shell shouted, "Each price increase needs to be an integer multiple of the 

Hunyuan unit. " 
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   "Domain master level ninth-level puppet guard." Thor exclaimed. "Bring out with such a guard, in 

the Black Dragon Mountain Empire, as long as you don't provoke the owner and the big forces, you can 

go sideways." 

   Domain master level, you can open up a country of elementary civilization, and become the 

emperor of the earth in a corner of the starry sky. One can imagine how powerful a domain master level 

ninth-level puppet guard is. 

   and loyal, there is no life limit, can be passed on for a long time, as the family heritage! family 

heirloom! 

"It's too expensive." Hong Ye said in a deep voice, "Many realm masters' assets are only 10 mixed yuan 

units, and the average ninth-level ninth-level scorpion puppet of this domain costs 1 mixed yuan unit, 

and 10 is just enough. It is equivalent to the entire wealth of a pinnacle realm master... However, if you 

have money, it is also good to buy one as a bodyguard." 

Although Thor and Hong were heartbeat, they could only stare. Although Wang Yi provided them with a 

lot of resources and treasures, it was not money. The sum of their money was estimated that they did 

not even have a unit of 1 yuan, so they could only watch other people bidding. . 

   The auction hall was densely packed, and the masters on the huge throne that seemed to be 

invisible were also slightly discussing. 

   There are millions of realm masters from the witch universe kingdom gathered on the field. There 

are not a few who are rich and have backgrounds, and there are also immortal existences among them. 

   More than one or two of the ‘Scorpion Puppet’ from the ‘River Blue Secret Realm’ were interested, 

and bidders soon appeared. 

   Suddenly, on the big screen next to it, a line of numbers-"101 mixed yuan unit" appeared. 

   "110 mixed yuan units." 

   "115 mixed yuan units." 

  …… 

   Prices began to keep rising. 

   "This, this is really..." Thunder God stared. "Unexpectedly, someone really paid such a high price." 

   The auction hall, near the two purple hairs next to Thor and them, the realm master with a gem on 

the center of his eyebrows was joking. 

   "This ‘scorpion puppet’ looks good and can be used as a collection for my father." 

   "Well, I think my father will be happy to see the gift you gave." 

   "..." Hong and Lei Shen were speechless. 

   Such a powerful domain master ninth-order puppet is used as a gift, is it a collection? 

   Sure enough, they still see too little of the world, forgive them for their ignorance. 



   At this time, Hong and Lei Shen heard Wang Yi's three men muttering next to him. 

   "This scorpion puppet is good, and it can mimic it and transform into a human appearance. Buy it 

back and serve as a guard for the castle." 

Then. Hong and Raytheon saw that the number on the big central screen in the auction hall had 

become-"125 mixed yuan units!" 

   "……" 

   The price of a galaxy is generally between 1,000 and 1 trillion cosmic coins. The Milky Way of the 

Earth belongs to the elementary civilization country ‘Silver Blue Empire~www.mtlnovel.com~ There are 

only eight galaxies in the territory! The overall price is estimated to be at the top of 10 mixed yuan units. 

   And the price Wang Yi threw away was enough to buy ten silver and blue empires! 

Both Hong and Lei Shen knew that Wang Yi was very rich privately, but they didn't know how much 

money he had. Seeing Wang Yi's eyelids, he threw out hundreds of yuan units, the net worth of ten 

pinnacle realm masters, two people. All gasped. 

   And in the end, Wang Yi spent 155 mixed yuan units to buy a group of 100 armored scorpion 

puppets. 

The two purple-haired world masters next to Wang Yi and the others didn’t auction it. They noticed that 

Wang Yi and the others seemed to have bought them. One unit." 

   A group of 100 armored scorpion puppets is only 155 mixed yuan units. Equivalent to one 1.5 

mixed unit. 

   But if it is used as a collection and gift, 155 units are too expensive, and the two masters think it is 

not worth it. 

   But I bought two from Wang Yi and the others. Although it was a bit expensive, it only cost 4 yuan 

per unit, which actually saved a lot of money. 

   "Yes." Wang Yi smiled. "I don't take advantage of you either, just a unit of 1.5 yuan, count as a 

friend." 

   "Haha, refreshing, we can add a virtual network number and have the opportunity to be a friend in 

the future." Seeing Wang Yi's grandeur, the owner of the purple hair world is also very happy. But in the 

end they gave Wang Yi a 3.4 Hunyuan unit. 

  Well, these two purple-haired world masters are beautiful women based on the aesthetics of 

human beings on the earth. Although they are estimated to be the ancestors of people on the earth, 

they are at least young and beautiful in appearance. 

   Hong and Thor looked at each other. 

   Thor wants to complain a little bit, what kind of operation is this, the money is made, and the 

beauties are also handed in? 

Chapter 108: Dragon Flame Knife 
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   "This auction will officially begin!" 

"Now is the first batch of auction items. On your auction tokens, you can see 1,000 auction items that 

are going to be auctioned. If you want to buy, please prepare and prepare to bid." The turtle shell old 

man shouted, " Now it’s the first item..." 

  Wang Yi and others all looked at their tokens. Through operations, they could easily see the text, 

images, and video introductions about these 1,000 auction items. 

   If you are interested, I will exchange a few words with each other. 

   After reading these 1,000 items, Wang Yi felt in his heart that it was indeed the Dry Witch Auction, 

the biggest event in the Q Witch universe, and there were so many precious items that I had never 

heard of outside. 

   widened Wang Yi's vision. 

   Pieces of auction items are auctioned like running water. 

  The lowest transaction price is also tens of billions of Universe Coins, which are usually hundreds of 

billions of Universe Coins. 

   Halfway through the first batch of auction items, I finally waited until Wang Yi was interested. 

"Lake Fruit, the best item for cultivating spiritual beasts and plant life, even if you are seriously injured, 

taking Lanke Fruit has a healing effect... 100 Lanke Fruits are a unit. There are 55 units of Lanke Fruit, 

each The lowest unit price is 100 billion Universe Coins." 

This thing is very useful for the cultivation and growth of Mo Yun Teng, and not only Wang Yi, Hong, 

Thunder God, Mo Yun Teng, even Wang Yi’s family is basically the same per capita. After all, Mo Yun 

Teng can protect the owner personally. Good bodyguard. 

   Therefore, Wang Yi spent about 3.7 mixed yuan units and bought 20 units of 2,000 Lanke fruits. 

   The auction will continue. Soon, five batches of 5,000 items were auctioned, and it was the sixth 

batch. 

   The auction hall was quiet, and everyone looked down at the 1,000 items to be auctioned on their 

tokens. 

   "Huh?" Wang Yi's heart moved, and he saw an auction item he liked. 

Those are two war knives, the whole body is dark red, and the surface of the knife is imprinted with 

extremely complicated strange secret patterns. The shape is similar to the'Tang Knife' of the ancient 

Chinese era on Earth, but the blade is more curved, like two dragon teeth. Just looking at them can 

make people feel their sharpness. Each handle is about 1.2 meters in length, which is quite long in Wang 

Yi's figure. 

   "Dragon Flame Blade? Tier 5 Force Blade?" The more Wang Yi looked, the more he liked it. 

  Wang Yi now uses only two Tier 3 Force swords, and his growth rate is destined to be eliminated 

soon. 



  In addition, Wang Yi has realized the law, it is difficult for ordinary swords to meet his 

requirements! 

   Tier 5 Force Weapon and Tier 5 Mind Force weapons, the origin secret patterns inscribed on them 

are all close to the origin law of the universe, each of which is extremely powerful. However, only by 

becoming a world master and possessing the power of the origin of the universe can it be truly driven. 

   Of course, if you are rich and capable, you can also use it at the constant star or universe stage. 

   The strength is not good, the law is enough, and you can also show your strong strength! 

  Wang Yi remembered that the ultimate geniuses in the human domain in the original work used 

the Tier 5 Force Sabre in the Battle of the Peak Geniuses! 

   This proves that a true genius, even with a constant star, can use Tier 5 force weapons! 

   Of course, it's hard to say how many weapons can be used. 

  Wang Yi is not short of the money for these two force swords. It is rare to see his favorite weapon, 

so naturally he will not miss it. 

   The average price of Tier 5 Force weapons is nearly 100 billion Cosmos Coins... And according to 

the difference in quality and power, even Tier 5 Force weapons, the price difference between them is 

also very large, it may be dozens of times the difference. 

   This batch of 1,000 auction items seems to be mostly weapons, and almost all Tier 5 Force 

weapons that can be used by the masters are the best Tier 5 Force weapons in terms of quality. Gao 

Yurong and Shen Yan were not very interested in this, but Lei Shen and Hong on the side seemed to 

have found a favorite auction item and discussed in a low voice over there. 

   However, they were only discussing and did not intend to buy. Obviously, they did not want to 

spend Wang Yi's money for nothing. 

   It doesn't matter if you improve your strength, the Tier 5 Force weapon is indeed a bit too flashy 

for Hong and Thor. 

   Now spending money to buy Tier 5 Force weapons, they can only hold them for appreciation, and 

cannot improve their strength. When their strength improves in the future, will they lose their 

weapons? 

"It is now the 133rd auction item in the sixth batch, the Dragon Flame Knife, two pieces, the auction 

price is 580 billion Universe Coins, and each increase in price is not less than 100 Universe Coins." The 

turtle shell old man on the central stage said loudly in the auction room. Sounded. 

   Among Tier 5 Force weapons, 580 billion Cosmos Coins are definitely not low, and since there are 

two Longyan Knives, the starting price of one 290 billion Cosmos Coins is actually. 

   "600 billion universe coins." 

   "610 billion universe coins." 

   "630 billion cosmic coins." 



  …… 

   Soon the number climbed to 700 billion Universe Coins, and it seemed that there were many 

people who saw these two weapons in the field. 

   The numbers on the big screen changed suddenly, and Wang Yi also entered the price through the 

token. 

   "800 billion universe coins." 

   The numbers on the big screen paused for a while, and then began to soar again. 

   "900 billion universe coins." 

   "910 billion cosmic coins." 

   "950 billion cosmic coins." 

  …… 

   Wang Yi smiled and shook his head. Normally, the price of this auction item is much higher than 

that of the initial one. It is normal that two or three times higher are normal. 

   It’s no surprise that if you come across someone who has to get it, it’s not surprising that you just 

shoot an exaggerated price~www.mtlnovel.com~. 

   According to Wang Yi's estimation, these two war knives are estimated to exceed the price of 2 

trillion Universe Coins. 

   As expected by Wang Yi, the bidding of the two "Dragon Flame Knives" finally reached 2.150 billion 

Universe Coins, and he bought them. 

   In fact, after more than 1 trillion yuan, fewer people bought it, and only a few were still bidding 

with Wang Yi. 

   This price is already equivalent to one-fifth of the property of a pinnacle realm master, and actually 

exceeds the normal value of the Dragon Flame Sword. 

   However, it is rare to encounter a weapon that he likes and is suitable, and Wang Yi doesn't mind 

being generous. 

   2.150 billion Universe Coins, Wang Yi put the "Dragon Flame Knife" in his bag. 

   And then, the auction continued. 

   The sixth batch of auction items will soon be auctioned off, and the seventh and eighth batches, all 

kinds of rare and exotic treasures, will be auctioned like running water. 

  Wang Yi bought three more complete sets of Tier 5 Mind Force weapons-'Red Moon Wheel','Red 

Wheel Disk' and'Red Moon Mirror'. 



   and Dun Tiansuo are different weapons of thought power based on the law of origin of gold. The 

three weapons of thought power such as the'Scarlet Moon Wheel' are based on the law of origin of fire, 

and contain the law of origin of space. 

   Among them, the ‘Red Moon Wheel’ specializes in attack, the ‘Red Moon Disk’ specializes in flying, 

and the ‘Red Moon Mirror’ specializes in defense! 

  Only with specialization, can you give full play to the greatest advantage of mind-powered 

weapons! 

   It happened that Wang Yi also had plans to replace Dun Tissot. After all, Dun Tissot's level was still 

a bit low, and he couldn't fully use Wang Yi's current understanding of the law. 

   But the three Tier 5 Mind Force weapons such as the'Scarlet Moon Wheel' are different, enough 

for Wang Yi to use for a long time. 

   The three matching Nianli weapons cost Wang Yi more than 11.2 units to be auctioned! 

Chapter 109: Yan Shenbing 

"Now is the tenth batch of auction items. On your auction tokens, you can see the 1,000 items that are 

going to be auctioned below. If you see those you want to auction, please prepare." The voice of the old 

turtle shell is as mighty as a god. Reverberated in the huge hall of the auction house. 

  Wang Yi talked with Shen Yan and Gao Yurong next to him, while looking down at the 1,000 items 

to be auctioned. 

   "Huh?" When he saw one of the objects, Wang Yi's brows moved lightly, and a smile appeared on 

his face. 

   "What's wrong, what do you think?" Gao Yurong who was with him asked. 

  Although she has been with Wang Yi for a long time and the child was born, she still looks like a 

vigorous young girl. 

   "I saw a favorite weapon of Mind Power." Wang Yi replied with a smile. 

  Shen Yan, who was sitting next to Gao Yurong, raised her round face with a slight baby fat, and 

asked curiously: "Didn't you have bought three of them just now? Why are you still buying them?" 

   "This is different." Wang Yi shook his head slightly. 

   his eyes fell on the introduction of the auction token. 

  "Yan Shenbing", one of the nine great soldiers controlled by the spiritual teacher! 

   "This is probably the most suitable weapon for me at present." Wang Yi thought to himself. 

Yanshen Soldier: One of the nine gods controlled by the spiritual master, its full name is "Red Emperor 

Yan" or "Nine Stars Red Emperor Yan". The ordinary form of Yan Shen Soldier is a dark red scimitar 

containing 10081 thin swords. The red blades of the cicada wings, each blade contains the secret 

pattern of the original law of incomparable profoundness. 
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The masters of the nine magic weapons, of which there are eight magic weapons, are gold, wood, water, 

fire, earth, wind, thunder, and light—the eight original laws combined with one of the two laws of 

“time” or “space” Kind of, manufactured. 

   The last piece of the nine magic weapons is a magic weapon that combines the two most profound 

original laws of "time" and "space". 

   The "Yan Shenbing" is a magical weapon created by fusing the two fundamental laws of "fire" and 

"space", which is extremely powerful. 

  Yan Shenbing is divided into nine forms. One weight is more powerful than one weight, and the 

difficulty of manipulation is also soaring. 

  …… 

   Browsing the information about the "Yan Shen Bing" on the auction token, Wang Yi also had 

different thoughts in his mind. 

The nine magic weapons are essentially not superior or inferior. They all depend on the ability of the 

master. The stronger the strength, the stronger the power they exert. When they reach the last level, 

they can all be immortal or enemy. 'Level! 

   Although the nine magic weapons are powerful, they are too difficult to use. If you have a poor 

understanding, you might as well use other ordinary mind weapons. 

  ...The auction reserve price: 500 billion cosmic coins. 

   There are nine pieces in total! 

Wang Yi took a look and found that the nine great soldiers are in this batch of auction lists, except for 

the “fire” and the “Yan Shen soldiers” which are fused with the original laws of “space”, and there are 

also the “gold” and “space” laws of fusion. The'Yan Shenbing'. 

   Wang Yi sighed in his heart. It seems that this time he has to help Luo Feng buy it. 

   I don’t know what level Luo Feng can reach if he helped him get the Yan Shen soldiers so long in 

advance? 

   But with Luo Feng's firm will and conviction, it is better to worry about himself if he is worried that 

he will not walk long. 

   Wang Yi laughed at himself, and put his distracting thoughts behind him. 

   These two magic weapons, he is determined to win. 

Regarding the “law of the origin of fire”, after comprehending a trace of the law of origin of fire more 

than a year ago, and the behemoth of the flame star has entered the cosmos level, the comprehension 

of the law of origin has greatly improved... Now Wang Yi is also familiar with the law of origin of fire. I 

have some insights. 

   And the law of the origin of space, although he has not yet started, he still perceives some vaguely. 

He believes that as long as he continues to work hard, it is only a matter of time to step in. 



   What's more, he has a sign-in panel. Today's conditions are better than Luo Feng in the original 

book. I don't know how much better. If he can't break out of a world under such favorable conditions, 

then he should consider whether he should go home for retirement. 

   "The auction item below is Yan Shen Bing!" The old tortoise shell on the central stage excitedly 

introduced the origins and benefits of the ‘nine great soldiers’, and finally announced the start of the 

auction. 

   The vast auction hall, on the densely packed throne, many world masters, and even immortals 

began to bid. 

   For one of the thrones, Wang Yi also picked up the auction token and entered the price in the'Yan 

Shen Bing' and'Yan Shen Bing' at the same time. 

   "3 trillion cosmic coins!" 

   On the big screen, under the two magic soldiers, an amazing number jumped out. 

   is mixed in the price figure that is less than one trillion yuan, and it is still soaring, which is 

extremely abrupt! 

   Suddenly, many realm masters who wanted to bid for these two magic weapons were in a slight 

uproar. 

Which guy is   ? Suddenly raise so much price. 

Wang Yi smiled slightly. He knows the price of the magic weapon. In the original plot, Luo Feng spent 

about 3.6 trillion yuan to win a magic weapon. He didn't want to waste time playing auction games with 

them slowly, so he simply increased the price. Come up and continue to compete. 

   Although Wang Yi’s sudden price increase did persuade many world masters to leave, some people 

still did not give up and continued to bid. 

   On the big screen, the price figures of the nine magic soldiers are constantly soaring. 

   Yan Shenbing——"3120 billion"......"3180 billion"......"3.2 trillion"...... 

   Yan Shenbing—— "3130 billion"...... "321 billion"...... "3300 billion"...... 

   Although the quotations on the screen kept rising, Wang Yi still raised the price calmly. 

His current wealth is too rich, and even most immortals are probably not as rich as 

him~www.mtlnovel.com~ This money refers to cash. After all, most of the wealth of the strong will be 

transformed into strength, secret methods, Weapons, armor, spaceships, auxiliary life... etc., rarely keep 

a lot of cash. 

  Wang Yi has a million yuan unit! 

   It is estimated that in the entire Heilongshan star field, few have more money than him! 

   With such an astonishingly huge wealth, Wang Yi is of course full of confidence, as stable as Mount 

Tai. 



   After the price surpassed 3.4 trillion, the quotation began to slow down. 

  Wang Yi smiled slightly, and entered another number in Yan Shenbing—"3.750 billion". 

   The final fourth-ranked offer is 3.750 billion Universe Coins. 

   The ninth quotation is 365.5 billion Universe Coins. 

  The fourth one is Yan Shenbing, and the ninth one is Yan Shenbing. 

   This wave of bidding is over. After the host Tortoise Shell announced the result loudly, the two 

magic weapons belonged to Wang Yi! 

   "Yan Shenbing, we are here." Wang Yi was in a good mood. 

The auction price of the two masters of the nine magic weapons is less than four mixed yuan units, and 

it is almost the same as the three fifth-order weapons of the highest grade that Wang Yi has just 

photographed. It seems to be a little bit like it 'Not very consistent! 

   But that's not what I said! 

   You must know that the nine magic weapons are powerful, but they are also difficult to display! 

   And Tier 5 Nianli Weapon has no such demanding requirements! 

The conditions for    deployment are also an important factor in determining the price of weapons. 

   is like a third-tier low-grade mind-power weapon, and the price is much lower than that of a 

second-tier top-grade mind-power weapon! 

   The nine magic weapons in control are similar in price to Tier 5 Supreme Nian Power weapons, 

which is also forgivable. 

   So the price is actually quite normal. 

Chapter 110: Domain master bloodline evolution potion 

   Dry Witch auctions generally last about ten days, sometimes a little longer, sometimes a little 

shorter. 

   Each batch of 1,000 items will be auctioned for 3-6 hours, varying in length. 

   The tenth day of the Dry Witch Auction. 

   A total of 50 auction items, a total of 50,000 pieces, are all auctioned off. 

   The end of the auction-the finale auction is about to begin. 

Among the millions of huge thrones, Wang Yi looked at the host of the central government with a smile. 

During the auction during this period, he also bought a lot of things he needed, such as'Dragon Flame 

Double Swords' and'Lan Ke The three-piece set of "fruit" and "Chiyue" mind force weapons, as well as 

"Yan Shen Bing" and "Yan Shen Bing". There are other bits and pieces, but they don’t add up to a high 

price. 
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"The following is the first finale item, which can be ranked first in the finale. This item is definitely 

among the top ten items in our auction this time. It is the domain master-level blood potion." At the 

same time, he was next to him. A transparent crystal glass tube appeared, and the red and golden liquid 

in the tube was so touching. 

   A stone stirred up a thousand waves. As soon as the old man with tortoise shell said his voice, 

there was a huge uproar in the whole auction hall. 

  Many world masters were shocked. 

   Many people are shocked not by the value of the domain master-level blood medicine, but by the 

meaning behind it. 

   "Domain-level bloodline potion, did I make a mistake?" 

   "Domain master-level bloodline potion!? How dare the Dry Witch auction house take out this kind 

of thing for auction?" 

   "Too crazy, right?" 

   "Even the main bloodline potions of the domain are available. I don't know which family's 

bloodline it is?" 

   In the hall, the Million Throne, most of the world masters talked about it, forming a huge noise. 

   Among the human races, there are only a few races that can reach the "domain master" in 

adulthood. 

   For example, to make a "Potion of the Blood of the Barbarian Stars", then it usually needs to kill six 

or seven Barbarians to make it! So this kind of thing makes those powerful races very angry. Because the 

population of their race is inherently sparse, they will naturally hunt down those who possess this 

potion. 

It's like another human universe country that is extremely far away from the "Dry Witch universe"-the 

barbaric universe. The reason why it is so named is because there are two very terrifying human races in 

this universe-the barbarians and the gods. Tribe. 

   These two races are both ranked in the top ten of the universe's human lineage. Even if they don't 

practice, they can easily become a powerful "domain master" as an adult. 

   The populations of these two races are very, very small, but they are the core of the entire barbaric 

universe, the real superior royal family! 

   Someone once kidnapped a Barbarian Star Clan child, but the result was very miserable. 

   and declared-whoever dares to rob their children and use their blood, that is to offend a race! 

   is the entire Qian Witch universe, dare not so anger the two major races of the barbaric universe. 

   Now, there is actually a domain master-level blood potion in the auction of the witch universe 

kingdom? 



   However, the calm landlord thought of something, and did not follow in an uproar. 

"You guys, please rest assured that the origin of this bloodline potion is very formal. It has been 

confirmed by the five major forces including our Virtual Universe Company and the Giant Axe Fighting 

Field. There will never be any sequelae." The turtle shell old man seems to also expect to announce that 

the bloodline potion will bring it. The scene, don’t panic at the moment, speak loudly. 

   And his words also made the whole meeting place suddenly quiet. 

   Since it is endorsed by the five giants of mankind, it is estimated that this bloodline medicine is 

really no problem. 

   "Moreover, this bloodline is the highest grade d9-level purity potion, and it is also the best 

effective in our human territory!" The words of the old turtle shell made more people's eyes hot. 

   Blood Potion, this is a good thing! 

Many races have inherent limitations on their upper limit and growth rate. For example, Barbarian Stars 

are the domain masters when they reach adulthood. It is much easier to break through the domain 

masters than other races, and like ordinary human races, a galaxy can give birth to a cosmic level. ! 

   What a big gap! 

   Bloodline Potion is the foundation, the foundation is high, the growth rate is fast, the upper limit is 

high, and the future achievements will be even greater! 

   is like the owner of Meteor Star, who had also taken the body of a higher human race in the 

universe before cultivating to immortality step by step. 

   Of course, blood is only a factor in becoming a strong one, and it cannot represent everything, but 

it can also reflect the preciousness of this blood medicine. 

   Many world masters looked at this bloodline potion with fiery eyes, even some immortal beings 

who didn't care much from the beginning to the end, also cast their interested eyes. 

   At the level of immortal gods, no matter how good the bloodline potion is, it will not be available 

to them, but it can be used by younger generations, clansmen, or training disciples who value it. 

Wang Yi was also moved. Although he has now successfully practiced the first calamity of the "Nine 

Tribulations Secret Code" and has a avatar of the Flame Star Giant Beast, there is almost no bottleneck 

in his growth, but there are not too many good things that can help cultivation, but he doesn't need it. , 

This kind of medicine to improve bloodliness can also be left to those around you. 

  The question is...Is this blood medicine suitable for him? 

After all, Wang Yi is cultivating the original law of fire. The clone is also a giant flame star. In the future, it 

is likely to be merged with "fire and space". If this bloodline potion is water or other unsuitable 

attributes, it can be used, but it is effective. But it will be greatly reduced. 

   Not to mention impossible, some human races in the universe are the darlings of certain original 

laws, and their innate physique adapts to this law. Cultivating other law systems will only hinder them. 



Just as Wang Yi was thinking, the host on the stage began to speak again, "This domain master-level 

bloodline potion is most suitable for humans who practice the Law of Thunder and Lightning. Of course, 

other cultivation systems can also be used, but the effect will be somewhat weakened... …" 

   Wang Yi couldn't help but shook his head when he heard this. 

   squinted at the shining Thor, and shook his head secretly, forget it. 

  After finishing the explanation of the turtle shell old man ~www.mtlnovel.com~ announced a 

sentence-"Start auction, reserve price 0!" 

   There is no sound underneath. 

   Suddenly, everyone present, whether Immortal or the Lord, had the first number on the auction 

token in their hands. 

   "200 mixed yuan units!" 

   "220 mixed yuan unit!" 

   "250 mixed yuan units!" 

  …… 

   Since the beginning, the price has been soaring. 

   Wang Yi just watched calmly, not moving. 

   Domain master-level bloodline potions are very precious, but for the world masters, they are 

actually like that. After all, they are already world masters, and bloodlines can only make them cultivate 

faster at best, but they can't directly improve their strength. More, I am afraid it is used by younger 

generations. 

   However, there are still many realm masters who are immortal, and there are no shortage of bids, 

otherwise the price can't soar so high all at once. 

   "310 mixed yuan units!" 

   "311 mixed yuan unit!" 

   "313 mixed yuan units!" 

  …… 

   When the price reached 500 mixed yuan, the price increase began to slow down. 

   Obviously, this price has almost reached its limit. 

   When Wang Yi saw that the time was almost there, he silently shot. 

   "550 mixed yuan units!" 



"Everyone, 550 Hunyuan, is there any higher?" The turtle shell old man said loudly, "Countdown to 10, 

9, ... 3, 2, 1! Congratulations to the guest number QW2130, you have got this precious domain master 

Class blood potion!" 

Wang Yi looked at the line of words on the black token screen in his hand-"Congratulations, guest 

number QW2130, you have won a domain master bloodline potion. Please be prepared to sign and pay 

after the auction ends." . 

 


